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Overview	  
•  Morphometry	  
–  The	  measurement	  of	  form	  

– What	  is	  form?	  Size,	  shape,	  loca<on,	  composi<on,	  etc.	  

–  Form	  of	  what?	  The	  brain	  

– Measured	  how?	  From	  in	  vivo	  MR	  images,	  using	  soCware	  
tools	  to	  extract	  quan<ta<ve	  metrics	  of	  form	  proper<es	  

–  	  For	  applica<ons	  in	  compara<ve	  morphometry:	  
development,	  diagnos<c,	  localiza<on,	  etc.	  



The	  actual	  brain…	  



…	  as	  opposed	  to	  Images	  of	  the	  brain	  

X-‐ray,	  plain	  film	  

X-‐ray	  Computerized	  Tomography	  
(CT)	  



…	  as	  opposed	  to	  Images	  of	  the	  brain	  





Measurement	  of	  Form	  

MRI	  Measurements	  
•  Area	  
•  Volume	  
•  Thickness	  

These	  measures	  are	  all	  predicated	  upon	  segmenta<on.	  



What	  &	  how	  you	  segment	  is	  dependent	  upon	  the	  
‘structures’	  present	  in	  the	  image	  

•  T1,	  T2,	  T2*,	  PD	  
•  Diffusion	  (Anisotropy,	  Direc<on,	  Tensors,	  Tracts,	  etc.)	  
•  Func<onal	  (BOLD,	  Flow,	  constrained	  MEG,	  etc.)	  
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Segmenta<on	  

Many	  methods	  
•  FSL,	  FreeSurfer,	  BrainSuite,	  etc.	  
	  
	  



Segmenta<on	  –	  Tissue	  Class	  Probabili<es	  

gray	  

csf	  
white	  



Segmenta<on	  –	  Anatomic	  Labeling	  

FSL	  -‐	  FIRST	   FreeSurfer	  



Why Segmentation is Hard!	  
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Applied	  Volumetry	  

different height and shape characteristics. F tests were used to
determine whether cubic, quadratic, linear, or constant growth
models best fit the data. F tests were used to determine if the
diagnostic curves differed in shape, and t tests were used to
determine if the groups’ curves differed in height at the average
age. Fixed effects (slopes and intercepts) were used to generate
fitted values used for graphing purposes. Total brain volume was
calculated as the sum of volumes of gray matter, white matter, and
lateral ventricles. Values were compared both with and without
adjustment for total brain volume at the same age. Two false
discovery rate procedures (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) were
used to correct for multiple comparisons: (1) for the 14 structures/
28 comparisons (14 height and 14 shape) without TCV in the
model and (2) for the 13 structures/26 comparisons (13 height and
13 shape) with TCV in the model. We used a q (the percentage of
false positives among all rejected hypotheses) threshold set at 0.05.
The p values reported are uncorrected. Mixed model statistics were
performed using SPSS 11.0.1.

Results

Robust sex differences in developmental trajectories were noted
for nearly all structures with peak gray matter volumes generally
occurring earlier for females. A representative scatterplot showing
raw data for total brain volume and modeled developmental tra-

jectories are presented in Figs. 1–3. A summary of relevant
statistical analysis is presented in Tables 3 and 4.

Consistent with previous investigations (Giedd et al., 1999),
mean total cerebral volume was approximately 10% larger in
males. Total cerebral volume peaked at 10.5 years in females and
14.5 years in males (Fig. 2a). There was a greater decline in total
cerebral size in females during the second decade. Lateral ventricle
volumes were larger in males but the shape of the trajectory was
not significantly different in males and females.

Table 2
Numbers of longitudinal scans per subject

Longitudinal
MRI scan

Female Male Total

Number
of scans

Mean age
at scan (s.d.)

Number
of scans

Mean age
at scan (s.d.)

Number
of scans

Mean age
at scan (s.d.)

1st
All subjects 178 11.8 (5.1) 209 11.3 (4.4) 387 11.5 (4.7)
Singleton 112 120 232
Twin 66 89 155

2nd
All subjects 94 12.6 (3.6) 134 13.3 (4.0) 228 13.0 (3.9)
Singleton 57 70 127
Twin 37 64 101

3rd
All subjects 44 14.5 (3.7) 84 15.4 (3.6) 125 15.1 (3.7)
Singleton 33 40 73
Twin 11 41 52

4th
All subjects 25 16.9 (3.7) 41 17.6 (3.4) 66 17.4 (3.5)
Singleton 24 25 49
Twin 1 16 17

5th
All subjects 10 20.0 (4.5) 9 20.2 (4.6) 19 20.1 (4.4)
Singleton 9 8 17
Twin 1 1 2

6th
All subjects 2 23.3 (1.0) 1 22.8 (n.a.) 3 23.1 (0.8)
Singleton 2 1 3
Twin 0 0 0

7th
All subjects 1 24.6 (n.a.) 0 n.a. 1 24.6 (n.a.)
Singleton 1 0 1
Twin 0 0 0

All scans combined 354 13.0 (4.9) 475 13.3 (4.7) 829 13.2 (4.7)
Singleton 238 264 502
Twin 116 211 327

Fig. 1. Scatterplot of longitudinal measurements of total brain volume for
males (N=475 scans, shown in dark blue) and females (N=354 scans,
shown in red).
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Exploratory analyses of other subcortical structures
showed that youths with SZ had the smallest thalamic
volumes, significantly so in the right (F3,93 = 3.1,
P = .03) (see figure 3). The pairwise effect sizes for
both hemispheres between the SZ group and the others
were all moderate, suggesting overall diagnostic differen-
ces (Cohen d range: 0.64–0.74 [right]; 0.41–0.54 [left]).
The right NA showed a significant diagnostic difference
(F3,93 = 3.15, P = .03) and was found to be larger in both
BPD groups relative to HC (effect sizes: 0.74–0.78);
please see figure 3. Effects sizes between the BPD groups
and SZ were 0.38 (right) and 0.42 (left), suggesting that
there is a bilateral diagnostic difference in this structure.

The asymmetry indices for all structures also did not
differ significantly between groups.

Sex Differences

Independently of diagnostic differences, significant sex
differences were observed in bilateral cerebrum and
pallidum volumes across groups, with females having
significantly smaller volumes than males.

Clinical Correlates. HCs had increasing volumes with
age in the thalamus (right: r = 0.38, P = .04; left:
r = 0.36,P = .06). In addition, the right amygdala volume
correlatedwithGASscores intheHCs(r = 0.470,P = .01).

Youths with BPD without psychosis had a significant
inverse correlation between theMRS score and amygdala

volumes (right: r = –0.411, P = .02; left: r = –0.379,
P = .004). No significant correlations were found in
the BPD with psychosis group.
In the youths with SZ, there was a significant inverse

correlation between GAS score and left amygdala vol-
ume (r = –0.634, P = .011). Also, there was a significant
correlation between MRS scores and the right NA
(r = 0.634, P = .03).

Discussion

This study investigated the volumetric differences in sub-
cortical gray matter volumes, particularly the amygdala

Table 4. Mean Volumes (cm3) and SDs of Subcortical Structures

Region
Bipolar Without
Psychosis (n = 35)

Bipolar With
Psychosis (n = 19)

Schizophrenia
Spectrum (n = 20)

Healthy Controls
(n = 29)

Right cerebrum 575.39 6 57.74 563.19 6 35.18 598.75 6 73.48 605.10 6 34.64

Left cerebrum 578.47 6 57.53 564.26 6 35.72 603.09 6 73.89 609.19 6 34.84

Right hippocampus 3.67 6 0.46 3.65 6 0.44 3.96 6 0.59 3.99 6 0.45

Left hippocampus 3.58 6 0.44 3.61 6 0.41 3.96 6 0.65 3.87 6 0.40

Right amygdala 1.56 6 0.35 1.65 6 0.25 1.51 6 0.29 1.63 6 0.33

Left amygdala 1.58 6 0.37 1.61 6 0.34 1.50 6 0.38 1.60 6 0.39

Right thalamus 7.78 6 0.79 7.88 6 0.50 7.81 6 0.77 8.05 6 0.69

Left thalamus 7.68 6 0.79 7.82 6 0.38 7.79 6 0.80 7.95 6 0.73

Right caudate 4.15 6 0.56 4.15 6 0.53 4.12 6 0.68 4.19 6 0.53

Left caudate 4.03 6 0.59 3.99 6 0.41 4.06 6 0.65 4.03 6 0.52

Right pallidus 1.67 6 0.26 1.73 6 0.20 1.66 6 0.31 1.69 6 0.26

Left pallidus 1.73 6 0.24 1.80 6 0.19 1.77 6 0.34 1.77 6 0.24

Right putamen 5.34 6 0.61 5.28 6 0.51 5.25 6 0.69 5.32 6 0.68

Left putamen 5.28 6 0.65 5.25 6 0.54 5.16 6 0.71 5.27 6 0.67

Right nucleus
accumbens

0.67 6 0.16 0.65 6 0.14 0.64 6 0.17 0.60 6 0.11

Left nucleus
accumbens

0.68 6 0.16 0.69 6 0.11 0.67 6 0.17 0.66 6 0.10

Fig. 1. Diagnostic and Sex Differences in the Left Hippocampus.
All figures plot mean volumes 6 95% confidence interval.
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Summary	  of	  morphometric	  ‘development’	  

Both cortical and subcortical gray matter volumes exhibited an
inverted U shaped trajectory. Total gray matter peaked at age 8.5 in
females and 10.5 in males (Fig. 2b). The caudate nucleus, a
subcortical gray matter structure, peaked at age 10.5 in females and
14 in males (Fig. 2f). The shapes of cortical gray matter trajectories
were lobar specific (Figs. 3a–d), although the pattern of earlier
peak size in females was consistent. For instance, in the frontal
lobe peak gray matter volume occurred at age 9.5 for females and
10.5 for males, in the parietal lobe at age 7.5 in females and 9 in
males, and in the temporal lobe at 10 for females and 11 for males.
The shape of the developmental trajectories for the caudate was
more similar to that of gray matter in the frontal lobe than in the
parietal or temporal lobes (Fig. 4). Male brains consistently showed
a higher rate of change throughout childhood and adolescence,
although rates started to converge as subjects reached their late
teens and early twenties (see Fig. 5).

Total white matter volume increased with age in both sexes.
The trajectories diverged as white matter volumes in males
increased more rapidly during adolescence (Fig. 2c). This pattern is
consistent across white matter of the frontal, temporal, parietal, and
occipital lobes (Figs. 3a–d). The developmental trajectory of the
midsagittal corpus callosum area was not different in shape or
height between males and females (Fig. 1e). Similarly to what is
seen for gray matter, the rate of increase was higher in males than
in females, although the more rapid rate of increase in males
continued longer in white matter.

In order to determine whether differences in individual regions
were driven by the overall larger brain volume in males, we also
compared the shape and height of trajectories after covarying for
total brain volume (see Table 4). Developmental trajectories in the
frontal lobe were significantly different between males and females
even after removing effects of differing overall brain size. The

Fig. 2. Mean volume by age in years for males (N=475 scans) and females (N=354 scans). Middle lines in each set of three lines represent mean values, and
upper and lower lines represent upper and lower 95% confidence intervals. All curves differed significantly in height and shape with the exception of lateral
ventricles, in which only height was different, and mid-sagittal area of the corpus callosum, in which neither height nor shape was different. (a) Total brain
volume, (b) gray matter volume, (c) white matter volume, (d) lateral ventricle volume, (e) mid-sagittal area of the corpus callosum, and (f) caudate volume.
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Total	  brain	   Gray	  maaer	  

White	  maaer	   Lateral	  ventricle	  

Mid-‐sagiaal	  area	  
of	  the	  corpus	  

callosum	  

Caudate	  
	  



Cor<cal	  Surface	  and	  	  
Surface-‐derived	  metrics	  

By	  Vertex:	  
•  Curvature	  
•  Thickness	  
•  Depth	  
•  Surface	  Area	  
•  Volume	  



Cor<cal	  Parcella<on	  



Volume	  
Registra=on	  

Linear	  (FLIRT)	  
non-‐linear	  (FNIRT)	  

Template/Target	  



Voxel-‐Based	  Morphometry	  



Example	  VBM	  Results	  

Kennedy,	  et	  al	  

Agosta,	  et	  al	  



Surface	  Registra<on	  

Fischl,	  et	  al.	  



Imaging	  Tracks	  Brain	  Matura<on	  from	  ages	  5	  to	  20	  

Surface-‐Based	  Morphometry	  

Thompson,	  et	  al.	  

temporal detail. We have overcome these limitations by studying
a longitudinally acquired pre- and postpubertal sample, in which
the same children were rescanned prospectively over a 10-year
period. Our results, while highlighting heterochronicity of hu-
man cortical development, suggest that individual subregions
follow temporally distinct maturational trajectories in which
higher-order association areas mature only after the lower-order
sensorimotor regions, the functions of which they integrate, have
matured. Additionally, it appears that phylogenetically older
cortical areas mature earlier than the newer cortical regions.

Frontal-lobe maturation progressed in a back-to-front direc-
tion, beginning in the primary motor cortex (the precentral
gyrus) and spreading anteriorly over the superior and inferior
frontal gyri, with the prefrontal cortex developing last. Con-
versely, the frontal pole matured at approximately the same age
as the primary motor cortex. In the posterior half of the brain,
the maturation began in the primary sensory area, spreading
laterally over the rest of the parietal lobe. Similar to the frontal
pole, the occipital pole matured early. Lateral temporal lobes
were the last to mature.

Thus, the sequence in which the cortex matured agrees with
regionally relevant milestones in cognitive and functional devel-
opment. Parts of the brain associated with more basic functions
matured early: motor and sensory brain areas matured first,
followed by areas involved in spatial orientation, speech and
language development, and attention (upper and lower parietal
lobes). Later to mature were areas involved in executive func-
tion, attention, and motor coordination (frontal lobes). The
frontal pole, involved in taste and smell processing, and the
occipital pole, containing the primary visual cortex, also ma-
tured early, as expected. This maturational sequence was also
reflected in the peak ages for maximum GM values, which
increase as development progresses anteriorly (Fig. 1 A–D and

H–J). Visually, the prefrontal cortex and the inferior parietal
cortex on the left side matured earlier than the corresponding
regions on the right side, which may be because of the fact that
the majority of children in this sample are right-handed, with a
left-dominant hemisphere that matures early.

The temporal lobe followed a distinct maturation pattern.
Temporal poles matured early. Most of the remaining temporal
lobe matured during the age range of this sample except for a
small area in the posterior part of the STG, which appeared to
mature last. In humans, temporal cortex, in particular the
posterior aspect of superior temporal sulcus, superior temporal
gyrus, and middle temporal gyrus, is thought to be a hetero-
modal association site (along with prefrontal and inferior pari-
etal cortices) and is involved with integration of memory,
audiovisual association, and object-recognition functions (31–
34). Thus, the temporal cortex continues to mature after other
association areas, the functions of which it integrates, are
relatively developed.

Phylogenetically, some of the oldest cortical regions lie on the
inferior brain surface in the medial aspect of the temporal lobe
(the posterior part of the piriform cortex and the entorhinal
cortex, for example) or on the inferior and medial aspect of the
frontal lobe near the caudal end of the olfactory sulcus (anterior
piriform cortex and the orbital periallocortex) (35–37). The
maturation process in the vicinity of these areas appeared to
have started early (ontogenetically) already by the age of 4 years,
as seen by the linear or flat plots (Fig. 2 S and T). From these
areas, maturation slowly progresses laterally. In the inferior
frontal cortex, the medial and posterior aspects of the olfactory
cortices matured early, whereas orbitofrontal cortices matured
later. In the remainder of the inferior temporal lobe, the
maturation appeared later and in a somewhat lateral-to-medial
direction. In mammals, the inferior temporal cortex, along with

Fig. 2. Bottom view of the brain showing early and late time-lapse images. Points correspond to anterior and posterior ends of the olfactory sulcus (R and S)
and collateral sulcus (T and U), and mixed-model graphs corresponding to the regions of interest on the right hemisphere are shown in the middle. x-axis values
show ages in years, and y-axis values show GM volumes.

Gogtay et al. PNAS ! May 25, 2004 ! vol. 101 ! no. 21 ! 8177
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Imaging	  Tracks	  Brain	  Matura<on	  
from	  ages	  5	  to	  20	  



Feature-‐
Based	  
Parcella<on	  

down to the quadratic model and so on. In this
way, we were able to classify the development of
each cortical point as being best explained by a
cubic, quadratic, or linear function of age. We
consider cubic models to be more complex than
quadratic, which in turn are held to be more
complex than linear models. A random effect for
each individual was nested within a random ef-
fect for each family, thus accounting for both
within-person and within-family dependence.
Thus, for cortical points with a cubic model, the
kth cortical thickness of the ith individual in the
jth family was modeled as thicknessijk ! inter-
cept " dij " !1(age) " !2*(age)**2 "
!3*(age)**3 " eijk, where dij are nested random
effects modeling within-person and within fam-
ily dependence, the intercept and ! terms are
fixed effects, and eijk represents the residual er-
ror. Quadratic models lacked the cubic age term,
and linear models the cubic and quadratic age
terms. The analyses were repeated entering SES
and IQ as covariates.

The age at which peak cortical thickness was
attained was calculated for cubic and quadratic
models from the first order derivatives of the
fitted curves.

Results
Throughout most of the lateral frontal, lat-
eral temporal, parietal and occipital isocor-
tex, developmental trajectories are cubic,
with a period of initial childhood increase,
followed by adolescent decline and then
stabilization of cortical thickness in adult-
hood (Fig. 2). Growth characterized by in-
crease and decrease, but lacking the phase
of stabilization within the first three de-
cades of life (a quadratic model) is present
in much of the insula and anterior cingu-
late cortex. A linear trajectory is seen in the
posterior orbitofrontal and frontal opercu-
lum, portions of the piriform cortex, the
medial temporal cortex, subgenual cingu-
late areas, and medial occipitotemporal
cortex. Graphs illustrating individual data
points from representative regions with a cubic, quadratic or
linear trajectory are shown in Figure 3.

We examined the complexity of developmental trajectories
with respect to cortical regions of differing cytoarchitecturonic
types, using histological atlases to assign cytoarchitectonic fields
(Ongur et al., 2003). This analysis revealed a clear parallel be-
tween basic types of cortex and the pattern of cortical develop-
ment. The orbitofrontal cortex exemplifies the correspondence
between cortical types and developmental trajectories (Fig. 4). In
the most anterior part of this region, a cubic trajectory character-
izes the homotypical (six-layered) isocortex of the frontal pole
and lateral orbitofrontal regions. In contrast, most of the cortex
on the posterior orbital surface follows relatively simple qua-
dratic and linear growth trajectories. This region has a lamination
pattern typical of transitional cortex: compared with homotypi-
cal isocortex it has fewer, less well developed layers and lacks the
clear concentration of nonpyramidal cells of layer 4, the internal
granular layer (Brockhaus, 1940; Mesulam and Mufson, 1982;
Ongur et al., 2003). In the most posterior part of this region,

linear and quadratic growth characterizes the piriform cortex, a
primitive allocortical area that subserves olfaction.

Although Figure 4 focuses on the orbitofrontal cortex, the
same principles are observed generally, where a transition from
isocortex to simpler forms occurs. The results for the medial
frontal cortex are similar to those in the orbitofrontal cortex, with
cubic growth anteriorly, especially in the homotypical cortex of
the medial frontal pole- and linear or quadratic trajectories more
posteriorly in regions of dysgranular or agranular architecture
(Fig. 5, top). For the insula (Fig. 5, bottom), the pattern is much
the same. The anterior insula, with its agranular and poorly lam-
inated cortex, has a linear developmental trajectory. Moving pos-
teriorly to the dysgranular and homotypical insula, there is at first
a more complex quadratic fit; still more posteriorly, as the cortex
becomes increasingly homotypical, the trajectory becomes cubic.
Likewise in the temporal lobe, an allocortical component such as
the piriform cortex shows a predominately a linear trajectory. In
contrast, the lateral temporal isocortex has a cubic trajectory and
transition areas such as the entorhinal and perirhinal regions
have quadratic and linear trajectories (Fig. 2). These results are

Figure 2. Complexity of developmental trajectories throughout the cerebral cortex. The brain maps show the vertices having
a cubic (red), quadratic (green) or linear (blue) developmental trajectory. The graphs show the growth pattern for each of these
divisions. In order there are dorsal, right lateral, left medial, left lateral, and right medial views. The corpus callosum is blacked
out.
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Methodological issues
It is important to consider the possibility of
methodological artifact contributing to the
results. This could arise, for example, as the
cortical surface reconstruction, which is
the basis of the automated technique, may
be particularly difficult in regions of the al-
locortex and transitional cortex, and the
resulting increase in measurement error
might obscure complex (cubic) growth
patterns. Several factors make this unlikely.
The validity of the cortical thickness mea-
sure judged against manual estimates did
not vary systematically with type of cortex.
The automated cortical thickness estimates
in allocortical regions of the orbitofrontal
and medial cortex were as valid as the mea-
surements of isocortical regions. Addition-
ally, the algorithm we used and its deriva-
tives can also accurately extract the cortical
surfaces of a “phantom” brain, detect sim-
ulated thinning of the cortex and capture
the neuropathologically established pat-
terns of disease progression (MacDonald et
al., 2000; Lerch and Evans, 2005; Lerch et
al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006). Finally, our study
benefits from its large sample size and high
proportion of prospective data, factors
which afforded the detection of linear and
curvilinear effects of age on cortical growth
which were both statistically and, we argue
biologically, significant.

Environmental and genetic effects on
growth trajectories
The nature of the cellular events underpin-
ning cortical change in humans has not
been established. Some of the earliest as-
pects of cortical development, such as the
emergence and resolution of the subplate
as neuroblasts migrate from the neuroepi-
thelium to their mature laminar locations
(Kostovic and Rakic, 1990; Kostovic et al.,
2002) determine cerebral lamination in
utero and perinatally, but fall outside the
age window we studied. Studies in nonhu-
man animal suggest that cortical dimen-
sions during critical periods for the devel-
opment of cognitive functions may reflect
experience-dependent molding of the ar-
chitecture of cortical columns along with
dendritic spine and axonal remodeling
(Chklovskii et al., 2004; Mataga et al., 2004;
Hensch, 2005; Sur and Rubenstein, 2005).
Such morphological events may contribute
to the childhood phase of increase in corti-
cal thickness, which occurs in regions with
either a cubic or quadratic trajectory. The
phase of cortical thinning which dominates adolescence might
reflect the use-dependent selective elimination of synapses (Hut-
tenlocher and Dabholkar, 1997) that could refine neural circuits,
including those supporting cognitive abilities (Hensch, 2004;
Knudsen, 2004). Events occurring at the interface between white

and gray matter, such as the proliferation of myelin into the
peripheral cortical neuropil in childhood and adolescence, may
also influence cortical thickness (Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967;
Sowell et al., 2004).

This account of possible cellular events emphasizes the role of

Figure 4. A, Complexity of developmental trajectories throughout the orbitofrontal cortex, projected onto a standard brain
template. The anterior and lateral orbitofrontal cortex has a cubic fit (red); medial and posterior orbitofrontal cortex has simpler
quadratic (green) and linear (blue) trajectories. B, The trajectories are superimposed on a cytoarchitectonic map of the region by
Öngür et al. (2003) to illustrate the overlap between the cytoarchitectonic fields and regional differences in trajectories. C, The
trajectory of each of the divisions.

Figure 5. Top, Detailed views of trajectories in the right medial prefrontal cortex, where isocortical regions have a cubic
trajectory, and transitional areas have either a quadratic trajectory (e.g., the agranular and poorly laminated cortex of area 24a in
the cingulate gyrus) or a linear decline in thickness (e.g., the thin and largely agranular cortex of the gyrus rectus). Bottom, The
right insula shows progressively more complex trajectories moving: the posterior portion has a cubic trajectory (red), the body of
the insula has a quadratic fit (green) and the anterior insula has a linear fit (blue). A similar pattern holds for the left insula.
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The	  Three	  NITRC’s	  
Neuroimaging	  Informa=cs	  Tools	  and	  Resources	  Clearinghouse	  

nitrc.org	  

•  NITRC Resource Registry (NITRC-RR) 
•  NITRC Image Repository (NITRC-IR) 
•  NITRC Computational Environment (NITRC-CE) 


